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Abstract

It is generally recognized that the classical transaction model, providing atomicity and serializability, is too strong for certain application areas since it unnecessarily restricts concurrency. We are concerned with supporting cooperative work in multi-user design environments, particularly teams of programmers cooperating to develop and maintain software systems. We present an extended transaction model that meets the special requirements of software engineering projects, describe possible implementation techniques, and discuss a number of issues regarding the incorporation of such a model into multi-user software development environments.
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1. Introduction

The focus of this paper is how to coordinate activities among groups of individuals, who are cooperating to achieve common goals in the context of design environments based on database management systems; we are specifically concerned with teams of programmers using a shared software development environment. The primary innovations of this research are (1) a flexible transaction model suitable for the software development process and (2) the first steps toward a technology for applying the model to building multi-user software development environments. We use the term "transaction" loosely to refer to any protocol that supports failure recovery, concurrency control, data consistency, and user-initiated rollback with respect to (possibly nested) units of work appropriate to the application. Previously proposed protocols are informal, address only a subset of these capabilities, and/or support units of work that are too small [Rowe 89].

Our goal is to demonstrate that the transaction, thus defined, is the proper mechanism for activity coordination among and between teams of programmers, and therefore should form part of the foundation of multi-user software development environments. This goal has been generally recognized in the database research community [Neuhold 88], but has not previously been achieved. Our approach to this problem is to formalize a new, flexible transaction model consisting of the following features:

1. Decomposition, using nested transactions, a previously existing notion for permitting simultaneous serialized activities within a transaction [Moss 85].
2. Fault tolerance, using savepoints, a previously existing mechanism for preventing crashes from causing complete undo of the current subtransaction [Gray 81].
3. Persistent versions, a previously existing mechanism for exploring alternatives, maintaining history, and increasing concurrency (e.g., [Walpole 88a]).
4. Activity Interaction, using commit-serializability, supported by two new transaction processing operations we have developed: split-transaction and join-transaction [Pu 88]. Commit-serializability denotes that all sets of database operations are in fact serializable when committed, even though these transactions may not correspond in a simple way to those transactions that were begun.

For example, in response to a modification request, programmer Alice starts her own transaction, in which she reads modules M and N, updates, compiles, and links N together with old object code for M. Another programmer Bob requests to read N. Alice is done with N but not M, so she splits her transaction into two, one of which commits the update to N. Bob now can read N; he recompiles and uses N for testing his own changes. Bob commits or aborts his transaction, including any new changes to N, and Alice independently commits or aborts her update to M.

5. Programmer Interaction, using participation domains (aka participant...
transactions), a new formalism for relaxing the classical intent of serializability that a set of transactions appear to have been performed in some serial order with respect to every user. Certain users are designated as participants in a specific set of transactions (the domain), meaning these transactions need not appear to have been performed in some serial order with respect to these participants, who may view uncommitted updates. All other users must observe a serial order.

Again considering the example, programmer Alice starts her transaction, reads modules M and N, updates, compiles, and links N together with old object code for M. Programmer Bob is a participant in the same set of transactions as Alice, so he reads N; this does not require N to be committed, as with commit-serializability above. Bob recompiles and uses N for testing his own changes. Bob commits or aborts his work and Alice commits or aborts her transaction. If Alice aborts and thus rolls back the update to N, Bob's transaction will be notified and Bob may request for it to be rolled back.

Although dimensions 1, 2 and 3 have previously appeared individually, 4 and 5 are novel approaches of this work, as is the integration of these concepts. In this paper, we concentrate on the flexible transaction model, particularly concurrency control issues. We have previously introduced the split-transaction and join-transaction operations, which form the basis for commit-serializability, but participation domains appears for the first time in this paper. We plan to implement the flexible transaction model as part of the kernel of a generic software development environment architecture, to be able to produce a range of multi-user environments. Our preliminary design for application of commit-serializability alone to our existing Marvel software development environment is presented elsewhere [Kaiser 89], while incorporation of the full flexible transaction model into a multi-user software development environment is still in its early stages.

We start by sketching the notion of user-controlled transactions, necessary for cooperative work in for many application areas apart from software engineering, but perhaps unfamiliar to readers versed in traditional transaction applications such as banking and airline reservations. We then outline previous work in applying transactions to software engineering. We briefly discuss commit-serializability, and then present participation domains. Finally, we consider a range of implementation techniques, including the combination of commit-serializability and/or persistent versions with participation domains, resulting in the concurrency control component of our new flexible transaction model. We do not address fault tolerance in this paper.
2. Extending Transactions to Software Engineering

We consider the main contribution of the classical transaction model to be the principle of *conservation of consistency* in the database. A transaction that meets its specification will take the database from one consistent state into another consistent state. The vast majority of existing transaction processing systems support only *programmed* transactions, where a program is written in advance (or compiled from a single end-user query) to undertake one or more transactions.

Our extension to the classical transaction model is motivated by *user-controlled* transactions (e.g., [Skarra 86, Pausch 88]). Our goal is to conserve the consistency of the database extended for software development, manipulated by both programs (software development tools such as compilers and debuggers) and programmers. A user-controlled transaction starts when a human user gives a begin-transaction command to the user interface of the transaction manager (part of a software development or other multi-user design environment). The user may then carry out any number of activities that read and update objects, including initiating nested subtransactions, which may be either user-controlled or programmed.

User-controlled transactions are open-ended, i.e., users do not pre-declare all the objects to be manipulated at the start of transactions, but acquire the objects as they are needed. In our application, the users are allowed to exchange information with other user-controlled transactions. Our extended transaction manager monitors these user interactions; depending on their impact on object consistency, the extended transaction manager may prevent an exchange, alert the users involved about the conflict, request the users to resolve the conflict immediately, or postpone the conflict in the hope of resolving it later. A user-controlled transaction ends when the user gives either the commit-transaction command, in which case the updates are committed, or the abort-transaction command, in which case the updates are rolled back. In both cases, the extended transaction manager checks the object consistency and may request the user to resolve any remaining conflicts.

The above paragraph is an oversimplification in that we do not intend for the human users to be directly involved in resolving most of the conflicts detected by the transaction manager. This added burden of user-controlled transactions makes it mandatory to embed our flexible transaction model in an advanced software development environment kernel such as Marvel [Kaiser 88a, Kaiser 88b] or Arcadia [Osterweil 87, Taylor 88]. We envision that such an
environment will be able model interactions with the transaction manager as well as interactions with tools, and thus the environment will perform most conflict resolution on behalf of the users.

Under no circumstances, however, should the transaction manager or the environment automatically roll back a user-controlled transaction, throwing away possibly many days of work, to resolve either consistency conflicts or deadlocks. Under the direction of the environment, or in some cases a human user, the extended transaction manager may partially roll back a user-controlled transaction to a savepoint. The notion of automatically restarting is restricted to programmed transactions. For the same reason, recovery from crashes will resume from the most recent savepoint.

3. Previous Work

Transactions were invented for databases [Eswaran 76], and have recently been added to operating systems [Spector 88]. Many properties of a transaction (fault tolerance, controlled concurrent access to data, commitment of a consistent set of changes, explicitly requested abort, and nested activities) are essential for multi-user software development environments, as well as other cooperative work such as CAD/CAM [Bancilhon 85]. An archetypical example would be enclosing within a transaction all activities of a programming team responding to a modification request for a deployed software product. These activities — different programmers browsing and editing overlapping sets of source files, compiling and linking, executing test cases and generating traces, etc. — could take weeks and affect substantial portions of the system. Other programmers not on the modification request team should not see the system in an inconsistent state, but must be able to continue their own programming work.

Classical transactions are based on two properties: atomicity for crash recovery and serializability for concurrency control. Atomicity requires that either the entire transaction appears to have completed, or that the entire transaction appears to have never started. Serializability requires that all committed transactions appear to have executed in some serial order. These properties cause problems if the model is naively applied to software development (or other cooperative work). If a transaction aborts due to a failure, all changes are undone, perhaps throwing away hours of work. Concurrency control techniques that ensure isolation and the appearance of serial order are too restrictive: a programmer would be prevented from editing some file simply because another programmer had previously read the file but has not yet
finished his programming transaction; programmers would not be able to release certain resources to programmers cooperating on the same subsystem while continuing to use other resources that are part of the same activity.

Existing software engineering tools provide some of the needed facilities, such as serialized access to individual files and creation of parallel versions (e.g., RCS [Tichy 85]), system build (e.g., Make [Feldman 79]), and checkpointing and undo/redo [Archer 84]. The crippling problem is that these mechanisms operate only on individual files (or the collection of individual files required for a system build), rather than on the complete set of resources updated during the software development activity. A few environments, such as Smile [Kaiser 87a] developed by the Gandalf project at Carnegie Mellon University, Imperial Software Technology's IStar [Dowson 87], and our own Infuse [Kaiser 87b], do publish sets of resources but use ad hoc methods rather than a formal model, and thus their mechanisms are not easily adapted to other systems.

Sun Microsystems's Network Software Environment (NSE) copy/modify/merge paradigm [Adams 89] is more formal: it is based on optimistic concurrency control [Kung 81], but when conflicts are detected during validation the transaction's updates must be merged with the previously committed version rather than rolled back. Unfortunately, merging has been formalized only for trivial programming languages [Horwitz 88], and makes sense for only a few types of objects such as source code and modification request logs, but not for others like object code and execution traces.

The University of Lancaster's Cosmos system [Walpole 88b, Walpole 88a] supports domain relative addressing with respect to persistent versions; this formalization is based on Reed's multiple-version implementation of serializability [Reed 78]. Each Cosmos transaction has its own domain, a set of immutable versions; another transaction can update the same object at the same time, by creating another version branch. Although merging is not required by the model per se, it is still necessary to resolve the divergent versions.

The transaction groups concept proposed for the ObServer system at Brown University [Skarra 89, Fernandez 89] defines a nested framework for cooperating transactions. Within a transaction group, member transactions and subgroups are synchronized according to some semantic correctness criteria appropriate for the application. The criteria are specified by
semantic patterns, and enforced by a recognizer and conflict detector, which must be constructed for each application. The implementation of transaction groups is supported by replacing classical locks with non-restrictive lock mode, communication mode pairs. The lock mode indicates whether the transaction intends to read or write the object and whether it permits reading while another transaction writes, writing while other transactions read and multiple writers of the same objects. The communication mode specifies whether the transaction wants to be notified if another transaction needs the object or if another transaction has updated the object. Transaction groups and the associated locking mechanism provide suitable low-level primitives for implementing a variety of extended transaction models.

Dowson and Nejmeh have sketched a model called visibility domains [Dowson 89], which could probably be implemented using transaction groups. A visibility domain is defined in terms of access control to data. Any user who has access rights to a particular object may initiate a transaction that manipulates the object; any concurrent transactions operating on the object share the same shadow copy of the object, and serializability is not enforced among these transactions. As the authors admit, the details of the scheme remain to be elaborated. For example, it is unclear what it means for a transaction to commit: Does this make its updates visible to users without access rights to the updated objects? What if its update to an object was overwritten by an as yet uncommitted transaction? What if its update to an object was overwritten by a now aborted transaction? There are many other questions.

We have surveyed [Barghouti 89] many additional concurrency control models applied to other cooperative design environments such as for CAD/CAM, as well as for software engineering, but have found none with the completeness and wide applicability of the classical transaction model. A new, flexible transaction model is necessary to make integrated multi-user software development environments practical.

We have developed a flexible transaction model that supports both programmed and user-controlled transactions, but our primary concern is meeting the requirements of user-controlled transactions for software engineering applications. In this context, we have developed the notion of commit-serializability (summarized in Section 4) to capture object consistency in the classical sense and the notion of participation domains to manage object consistency in an extended sense (explained in Section 5).
4. Commit-Serializability

The term commit-serializability originally denoted the property that all committed transactions are in fact serializable in the classical sense (the definition of serializable is relaxed in the context of participation domains, as described in the next section), but these transactions may not correspond in a simple way to those transactions that were begun. In particular, transactions may be divided during operation and parts committed separately in such ways that the original transactions are not recognizable. Consider two in-progress transactions T₁ and T₂. T₁ is divided under program or user control into A and B, and shortly thereafter A commits while B continues. T₂ may view the committed updates of A, some of which were made by T₁ before the division, and then itself commits. B may then view the committed updates of T₂ before it commits. T₂, A and B are serializable, but T₁ and T₂ are not. It is misleading to think of T₁ as a nested transaction, with A and B as its subtransactions, since A and B are new top-level transactions (that is, at the same level as T₁). The original transaction T₁ in effect disappears, and in particular is neither committed nor aborted.

Commit-serializability is supported by two transaction processing operations that we have developed, split-transaction and join-transaction, in addition to the standard begin-transaction, commit-transaction and abort-transaction operations. The split-transaction operation supports the kind of division described above; the inverse join-transaction operation merges a completed transaction into an in-progress transaction to commit their results together.

**Figure 4-1: Split-Transaction and Join-Transaction**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Split-Transaction(</th>
<th>A: ( AReadSet, AWriteSet, AProcedure ),</th>
<th>B: ( BReadSet, BWriteSet, BProcedure )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Join-Transaction(S: TID)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The split and join operations take the arguments shown in Figure 4-1. When the split-transaction operation is invoked during a transaction T, the transaction is split into two new transactions A and B. Either A or B, or neither, could obtain the transaction identifier of T—thus there is no distinction between saying T splits into A and B or T splits into T and S. TReadSet consists of all objects read by T but not updated and TWriteSet consists of all objects updated by T (alternatively, TReadSet could be all objects locked for reading by T and
TWriteSet all objects locked for writing, whether or not they had actually been read or written. The split-transaction operation divides TReadSet, not necessarily disjointly, into AReadSet and BReadSet. TWriteSet is divided disjointly into AWriteSet and BWriteSet.

This restriction on AWriteSet and BWriteSet guarantees serializability between the transactions A and B if both eventually commit. It is too strong, however, for the special case where A immediately commits, say, using a variant operation `split-transaction-and-commit`, or otherwise is guaranteed to commit before B and not introduce any other conflicts. In this case, objects in AWriteSet may also appear in either BReadSet or BWriteSet. In the case of a programmed transaction, AProcedure and BProcedure indicate the code for each new transaction to execute following the split. In the case of user-controlled transactions, these two parameters may be replaced by the userIDs of the two users (perhaps the same user) who will now interactively perform the operations within the new transactions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transaction Alice₁</th>
<th>Transaction Alice₂</th>
<th>Transaction Bob</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>begin</td>
<td></td>
<td>begin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read(M.c)</td>
<td></td>
<td>access(X)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read(N.c)</td>
<td></td>
<td>access(Y)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>write(N.c)</td>
<td></td>
<td>access(Z)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read(O.c)</td>
<td></td>
<td>attempts read(N.c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>write(O.c)</td>
<td>write(N.o)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>write(N.o)</td>
<td>write(O.o)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read(M.o)</td>
<td>read(N.o)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read(O.o)</td>
<td>read(N.o)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>read(O.o)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>corresponding notification</strong></td>
<td><strong>of attempted read(N.c)</strong></td>
<td>begin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>split((M,O), (N))</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>commit(N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>access(M)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>access(O)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>commit(M,O)</td>
<td>actual read(N.c)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4-2: Example Split Schedule**
Say a programmer Alice has begun a user-controlled transaction, read modules M, N and O and updated modules N and O. She has compiled the changed N and O, linked them together with the old object code for M, and is in the process of debugging. Another programmer Bob, as part of his own user-controlled transaction, attempts to access module N. Alice is notified of this attempt by the transaction manager. Since Alice is fairly sure she is done making changes to N, but needs to continue work on M and O, she splits her transaction Alice into two transactions Alice and Alice. She commits Alice, to commit the update to N, and then continues her work in Alice. Bob then reads N, decides to use this new version rather than the old one for testing his own changes to other modules, recompiles N and tests his subsystem. Later Bob commits his transaction, with any new updates to N, and Alice separately commits Alice, updating M and O. The corresponding schedule is depicted in Figure 4-2. (The c attribute of an object represents its source code and the o attribute its object code.)

It is possible to invoke an abort-transaction operation on a new transaction A or B resulting from a split-transaction. This does not automatically abort the other transaction, since they are now independent. In the case where B is user-controlled, however, if B is still ongoing when A aborts, it may be desirable to notify B that A has aborted and give B the option of subsequently aborting. So if for some reason the Alice transaction is not able to commit, due perhaps to conflicts with other transactions in the system, Alice (the human) should be notified regarding the problem.

When the join-transaction operation is invoked during a transaction T, the target transaction S must be ongoing. Alternatively, two transactions T and S can be joined into a new transaction R; the distinction does not matter. TWriteSet and SWriteSet must be disjoint, as must be the pairs TReadSet, SWriteSet and TWriteSet, SReadSet. TReadSet and TWriteSet are added to SReadSet and SWriteSet, respectively, and S may continue or commit. The disjoint restrictions are necessary to ensure consistency within the ongoing transaction S, that is, T and S must not have accessed the same objects in a non-serializable manner, but is not required for serializability of the eventually committed S with respect to all other transactions. This could be weakened to allow T and S to have accessed objects non-serializably, by requiring a user-controlled merge as in NSE as part of the join.

Say a programmer Alice has read modules M, N and O and updated modules N and O. She has compiled the changed N and O, linked them together with the old object code for M, and
completed debugging. Another programmer Bob is working on other changes to the same subsystem. Since Alice is done, she joins her transaction Alice₁ with resources M, N and O, to Bob, so all changes to the subsystem will be published together when Bob eventually commits. Alice then goes on to her next task, initiating a new transaction Alice₂. The schedule for this example is displayed in Figure 4-3.

There is some subtlety regarding the circumstances under which a split-transaction or join-transaction could or should be performed during a software development activity. Commit-serializability as described above is concerned only with preserving read/update semantics, but it might be appropriate for a particular software development environment to consider more specific knowledge of the tasks involved, for example, commutativity of operations [Weihl 88], non-interference of different types of operations [Martin 87], dependencies among operations carried out in apparently conflicting transactions [Salem 87], or the possibility of undoing committed transactions using compensation functions [Garcia-Molina 87]. We currently handle only read/update semantics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transaction Alice₁</th>
<th>Transaction Alice₂</th>
<th>Transaction Bob</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>begin</td>
<td>begin</td>
<td>begin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read(M.c)</td>
<td>access(X)</td>
<td>access(M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read(N.c)</td>
<td>access(Y)</td>
<td>access(X)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>write(N.c)</td>
<td>access(N)</td>
<td>access(Y)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read(O.c)</td>
<td>access(O)</td>
<td>access(Z)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>write(O.c)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>write(N.o)</td>
<td></td>
<td>commit(M,N,O,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>write(O.o)</td>
<td></td>
<td>X,Y,Z)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read(M.o)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read(N.o)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read(O.o)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>join(Bob)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4-3: Example Join Schedule
Special difficulties arise in advanced environments because transactions may interact with activities automatically initiated by the environment as opposed to a human user (effectively programmed transactions). It is questionable whether these activities should be treated as subtransactions and/or whether they should be treated as if directly controlled by the human user, since the user is not necessarily aware that they are executing in the background. We currently treat them as subtransactions, but assume human cognizance of their operation. These issues, as well as implementation concerns, are discussed in more detail elsewhere [Pu 88, Kaiser 89].

5. Participation Domains
The intent of serializability is that the entire set of transactions committed over the lifetime of a system must appear to have been executed in some serial order with respect to every external observer, even though the actual execution of the transactions has been interleaved and/or concurrent. Further, aborted transactions must appear never to have executed at all. The external observers may include programs, but prior to this work have always been assumed to include any human end-users interacting with the system. We have developed a new semantics of serializability where certain users can be designated as participants in a specific subset of the transactions, meaning these transactions need not appear to have been performed in some serial order with respect to these participants. A set of transactions, with a particular set of participants, is called a domain (this is not the same thing as a Cosmos domain or a visibility domain, although all these concepts are related). Other users remain observers, and this subset of the transactions must appear serial to these users. Participation is always with respect to some specific domain, so a particular user may be a participant for some domains and an observer for others within the same system.

A user can nest subtransactions to carry out subtasks or to consider alternatives. All such subtransactions may be part of an implicit domain, with the one user as sole participant. Alternatively, one or more explicit domains — perhaps with multiple participants — may be created for subsets of the subtransactions. In the case of an implicit domain, there is no requirement for serializability among the subtransactions — although the user may request that the system enforce serializability, say for programmed subtransactions. However, such a subtransaction must appear atomic with respect to any participants, other than the controlling user, in the parent transaction’s domain.
The domain in which a user participates would typically be the set of transactions associated with the members of a cooperating group of users working towards a common goal. However, there is no implication that all the transactions in the domain commit together, or even that all of them commit (some may abort, split or join). Thus it is not correct to think of the domain as a top-level transaction, with each user’s transaction as a subtransaction, although this is likely to be a frequent case in practice.

Each transaction is associated with zero or more particular domains at the time it is begun. A transaction that is not placed in any domain is the same as a classical (but user-controlled) transaction, with no participants except the one user. Such a transaction must be serializable with respect to all other transactions in the system. A transaction is placed in exactly one domain in order to non-serializably share objects with other transactions in the same domain, but it must be serializable with respect to all transactions not in the domain. A transaction may be placed in multiple domains because the intent is to carry out a subtask common to multiple goals. One big challenge is to prevent "leakage" between two domains where one or more users are participants in both, but the rest of the users are participants in only one and observers with respect to the other. Consider the simplest case, where there is only one user who participates in both of two domains, while all other users participating in one are observers for the other. In the general case, this requires that the dual-domain transaction be serializable with respect to the other transactions in both domains.

Say a domain D is defined to respond to a particular modification request, and programmers Alice and Bob begin transactions associated with D. The schedule shown in Figure 5-1 is not serializable according to the classical transaction model. Bob’s transaction reads objects N and O written but not yet committed by Alice, modifies N, and then commits. Alice reads the version of N.c written by Bob, and then writes a new version N.c at the same time that Bob’s transaction commits the previous version of N.c. Since Alice and Bob participate in the same domain D, this is legal with respect to Alice and Bob, and serializable according to our flexible transaction model.

But say there is another user, Charlie, whose transaction is not associated with domain D, as shown in Figure 5-2. Charlie reads O.c and writes O.c and O.o before Alice accesses O. This by itself would be legal, since Charlie’s transaction thus far could be serialized before Alice’s (but not after). But then Charlie reads the N.c committed by Bob. This is illegal. Bob cannot be
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transaction Alice</th>
<th>Transaction Bob</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>begin(D)</td>
<td>begin(D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read(M.c)</td>
<td>read(M.o)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read(N.c)</td>
<td>read(N.o)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>write(N.c)</td>
<td>read(O.o)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read(O.c)</td>
<td>read(N.c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>write(O.c)</td>
<td>write(N.c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>write(N.o)</td>
<td>write(N.o)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>write(O.o)</td>
<td>commit(M,N,O)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read(N.c)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>write(N.c)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>write(N.o)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read(M.o)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read(N.o)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read(O.o)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>commit(M,N,O)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5-1:** Example Participation Schedule

serialized before Charlie, and thus before Alice, because Bob reads the uncommitted N.c written by Alice. In fact, Bob's transaction cannot be serialized either before or after Alice's. This would not be a problem if it were never necessary to serialize Bob's transaction with any transactions outside the domain. His update to N would be irrelevant if Alice committed her final update to N before any transactions outside the domain accessed N. Thus the serializability of transactions within a participation domain need be enforced only with respect to what is actually observed by the users who are not participants in the domain.

6. Implementation Issues

Enforcement of serializability across participation domains may use locking, timestamps, optimistic methods, as for the classical transaction model, or borrow from one of the new mechanisms surveyed in Section 3. The requirement is to ensure that no transactions are committed unless they are serializable, using this new semantics, with respect to every previously committed transaction that is not associated with the same domain.

Using locking, the conflict in the example above would never have occurred, because Alice
Figure 5-2: Example Participation Conflict

would not have been able to access O until after Charlie's transaction committed. Waiting for a
lock to become available is unacceptable for most software development activities, but can be
ameliorated by forking a new persistent version for Alice (leading to a later merging problem, as
in NSE and Cosmos). Another problem with classical read and write locks is that Bob would not
be able to access M, N and O as shown in the previous example (Figure 5-1). This could be
solved using the non-restrictive locks of the transaction groups paradigm or one of the notify
schemes common to existing multi-user software development environments (e.g., as in Apollo’s
DSEE [Leblang 84] or Biin’s SMS (aka Gypsy) [Cohen 88]).

Using timestamps in the conflict example, either Charlie’s transaction or Alice’s would have
the earlier timestamp. If Charlie’s timestamp is earlier, then Alice reads Charlie’s update to O,
but the conflict is detected when Charlie attempts to read N — if single-version timestamps are
used. Using multiple-version timestamps, Charlie reads an old version of N, so there is no
conflict. If Alice’s timestamp is earlier, then there is an unnecessary conflict in the single-
version case when Alice attempts to read O. This can be solved using persistent versions.
Using optimistic concurrency control would reduce to essentially the copy/modify/merge scheme, where the later transaction to commit must merge any conflicting objects. The primary distinction would be that participants in the same domain would share the same shadow objects, as suggested for visibility domains.

Another implementation scheme would be to combine the non-restrictive locks and application-specific criteria suggested for transaction groups with the opportunities for intervention offered by advanced software development environments. In this context, one potential solution to the example problem would be to allow Alice’s read of O but then have the environment delay Charlie’s read of N until Alice commits her transaction. But this does not work for our semantics, because Charlie’s and Alice’s transactions still would not be serializable.

Instead, Charlie could be requested by the environment to commit his transaction, without accessing N, to force serialization of Charlie’s transaction before Alice’s. Charlie could decline to commit early, and not be able to access N, or Charlie could commit and then start up a new transaction in which to read N. Or he could execute the split-transaction command, to commit his updates to the offending objects (in this case O) without losing the context of his in-progress transaction. This decision could be made by the software development environment rather than by the human user in some cases. Another possibility would be for the environment to postpone the commitment of Bob’s transaction, to prevent such conflicts a priori. Bob’s transaction would be forced to commit immediately before Alice’s, which overwrites its update. Or the join-transaction command could be applied to merge Bob’s transaction into Alice’s, and thus permit Bob to initiate another task. Charlie reads the old version of N, and as long as his transaction commits before Alice’s, serializability is maintained.

7. Conclusions

The primary incentive behind participation domains as the basis for our flexible transaction model is that serialization conflicts can arise only across domains, never within domains, by definition. The intent is that most conflicts would normally arise between transactions associated with the same domain, if domains are carefully defined to represent appropriate software development activities. The users controlling these transactions are cooperating on the same group task and thus very likely to share objects. Users working on unrelated tasks are assumed to very rarely share objects, and in these few cases the cost of creating parallel versions.
with the latter merging problem, or of forcing an early commit (which can be done via split-
transaction) or a late commit (via join-transaction) is acceptable.

We are currently considering an extension to participant domains that would remove the
symmetry of domains, to permit one transaction to participate with respect to a second
transaction without the second being allowed to access the uncommitted updates of the first.
This would be useful for software development managers, who must oversee the work of many
programmers working on their perhaps unrelated tasks. A mechanism of this form is already
implemented in our Infuse software development environment, but has not yet been formalized.
We plan to implement our full flexible transaction model in our Marvel system, rather than
Infuse, since Marvel is a generic software development environment kernel and not restricted to
any particular programming languages or tools. Our goal is to construct a range of multi-user
software development environments based on our new transaction model.
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